
 Ukraine is the quintessential  borderlands state. The country borders three former Soviet states;
Russia, Belarus and Moldova and four countries in the European Union; Poland, Slovakia, Hungary
and Romania. Ukraine also has a coastline along the Black Sea to the south.

Ukraine sits on the northern European plain, the area that has historically served as an invasion
superhighway going east and west beyond its strategic location. Ukraine's geography has only
facilitated such invasions. The country consists of flat and fertile plains with the exception of the
Carpathian mountain range that arches into the far west of the country but even these mountains
can be penetrated and have not posed a significant barrier to invasion given such lack of barriers. 

Ukraine's wide open geography is inextricably linked to that of Russia. Ukraine's two agricultural
and industrial belts have traditionally been integrated with Russia's and Ukraine serves as the
primary transit state for Russian energy exports to Europe due to its location and abundance of
agricultural and mineral resources.

Ukraine has been contested between regional powers for centuries. This competition is currently
playing out in an extreme form today with a Western-backed government confronting a Russian-
backed uprising in eastern Ukraine.  Further complicating the situation is the fact that Ukraine has
several population and political cores; including Lviv in the west, Kiev in the centre and the eastern
cities of Donetsk and Luhansk. These different cores make administering Ukraine difficult.

The current crisis in Ukraine is therefore merely the latest iteration of the country's internal
divisions and long-standing east-west conflict over the country. Maintaining sovereignty and unity
in the face of this competition is Ukraine's primary geographic challenge

Ukraine's Geographic 
Challenge

How many countries border Ukraine?1.

2. What does the country mostly consist of?

3. Ukraine's geography links it to which country?

4. What has been happening to Ukraine for centuries?

5. What is currently happening in Ukraine?

Answer:

https://www.eltbuzz.com/video/?video=ukraine-a-geographic-challenge
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How many countries border Ukraine?1.

2. What does the country mostly consist of?

3. Ukraine's geography links it to which country?

4. What has been happening to Ukraine for centuries?

5. What is currently happening in Ukraine?

Answer:
Seven countries

flat, fertile plains

Russia

For centuries, it has been contested by regional powers.

There is a war in the West with Russian backed separatists. 
And now Russia has invaded the whole country. 

https://www.eltbuzz.com/video/?video=ukraine-a-geographic-challenge


Geography: Geography:

Main Cities:

History:

Politics:

Culture. Symbols:

Country Comparisons
Research these two countries and compare their similarities and differences.

Languages, religion:

Notes And Observations:

Main Cities:

History:

Politics:

Culture. Symbols:

Languages, religion:

Ukraine Russia



Ukraine

Russia



Plant life:

Geography:

Capital City:

Climate:

Culture:

Animal life:

Fact File: Country
Use reliable sources to research and answer the following questions:

Flag. Symbols:

Spoken language:
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Country Profile:
Name of Country: _______

Capital City: _______

Continent:  _______

Population:  _______

Languages:  _______

Currency:  _______

Climate / Weather: _______

Products:           _______

Exports:  :          _______

Famous for : _______

Famous people:         ____________
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